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Crime became the centre of our lives even by watching it on TV as
entertainment pr something to view. We live in constant fear of crime but
is it forced upon us or do we comply without having a free will. Why is
that...what took away our free will? Is there a civilian battered consumer
syndrome like there is a battered wife syndrome where the wife takes
beating as a wife’s burden she must carry and carry it she does?
Does this civilian battered consumer syndrome remove our liberty and
our free will to be what we want to be from us where everything from
criminals to guardians to clergy to politicians and courts hinge on the
money we can pay and in the process take us for what we can earn by
which e have credible means to pay in order to stay alive? In hospital
they keep you alive with life-support machines while there is money to
pay but as soon as you can’t pay they kick you out or stop the machines
although and even though you have a good chance on recovery.
It is money that keeps you alive and not your prospect on living.
Everything is about what financial reward there is for those in power to
keep us the displaceable consumer alive or get me dead if I can’t pay.
You have to use a bank and they rip you off.
You have to use the roads and they make you pay building it.
You have to use the roads and they make you pay using it.
You have to eat and they make you pay for that privilege.
Banks don’t work with money; no they work with mortgaging property
and financing vehicles.
Money is the peanuts they feed the monkeys that hold and pay for the
mortgage banks have on property and by which terms they enslave you.
Banks work with property albeit a vehicle, a house, a farm or a flat, but
for you to use it they make you pay just to be alive and be able to live.
To live they feed you credit by credit card consumerism that enslave you
even more so that you then are to them a bigger slave and a bigger
source of revenue. I wrote the book THE WHISTLE-BLOWER ON
CORRUPT SCIENCE. The book I wrote is about science but what the hell
has science got to do with the battered civilian syndrome where they
beat you up to keep you alive so that they can beat you up even more
while you pay for the privilege to get beaten up? Read the
article………..and then see how this suffering centres on science.
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We the dispensable by-product of human society is bombarded with
corruption from every angle. Those setting rules we live by drain us
while those not living by the same rules as we do clean us out. We get
attacked and mugged and get attacked when we defend our property
against muggers. We forming the consumers are the victims of a rip off
from every angle we can imagine and then it comes from angles we
can’t even imagine. Nobody can think which criminals is worst and we
should fear most, those making the laws to rob us by enforcing brutal
restraint; or those breaking the law in crime to victimise us by raping and
plundering us. The clergy steal as much from us with scary tactics as the
law enforcement does with strong-arm law enforcement and then the
criminals in the banks and the shops overprice our living commodity to
enrich their coffers and push us below the bread line while starving us.
Those we should trust conspire to work with those we should not trust
but distrust because everyone see us the ordinary citizen as a cash cow
they can milk and the cash cow can never dry up. If the cow gets weary
they feed the cow more peanuts and get to cow to deliver the golden
milk they call money by being slaves. If the cow shows resistance they
whip and beat to cow into reluctant submission. The clergy dip us in sin
so that they can make us feel guilty so that we would feed them cash to
buy our soles into heaven. The politicians keep us scared with all the
enemies they create and the terrorism they establish so that we fearfully
hide in their protection while they squeeze us dry. The politicians, the
clergy, the Banksters, the courts all those controlling our lives
manipulate to get money into their coffers and they screw us out of our
sanity while keeping us blindfolded at all cost and bleeding every vain.
The government let the shop owners and supermarkets commit theft by
overcharging and allow the banks to drain us with excessive rates as
long as we pay tax on the transactions while getting ripped off. We have
to pay to go to work and we have to pay to live at home and we have to
pay to educate our children and we have to pay to stay alive and we
have to pay to die by purchasing a coffin. We pay for building the roads
and we pay for using the roads and we pay for maintaining the roads
and we pay for allowing those that keep us alive to enslave us by
constantly increasing prices. Politicians take bribes openly and very
much legally and they call it donations and contributions but it is due to
the criminal investment they receive from those financiers whereby
those in office deliver us to the slaughter table of the rich and the mighty
because they get paid to have us vote to be enslaved. …And in all this
the media is doing the brainwashing while they broadcast and televise
ideas that cries of liberty in democracy and of the fairness of the system
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by maintaining and upholding democracy this action by allowing open
dishonest media is the doping that keeps everyone mindlessly blank with
vacant thoughts. It is as if dishonesty took away our freedom and greed
removed our civil liberties and it is not even our greed that buys our
slavery. Politicians are lining up with the money houses and drug lords
because since sales tax became a part of selling the politicians could not
care a hoot if the populous were ripped off because a certain fixed
percentage is always part of government income. The government
triples the price of fuel and enforce this commodity to put in a system
where we need fuel to get to work. They privatise transport we need to
get to work but that is allowing the moguls this is further enslaving the
poor to the rich. We need transport we pay for the privilege to go to work
to get rewarded with a trip pence for every pound we create that the rich
pockets and then we must be great full they create jobs so that we can
become their slaves. This is what democracy became and this is the
system we vote for when we vote in the next government that will deliver
us into the slavery of the rich, the powerful and the educated. The United
States Government brought in laws to cover the wide spread corruption
that persons such as the founder of wikileaks reveal. If that is not the
most extreme protection racket there is then I want to see what is worse.
They can do what they want and if anybody reveals what they do they
kill the person that reveals their criminality. They’re far worse than Henry
the 8th ever was.
They made laws to protect lies from surfacing and anyone that uncovers
corruption in their ranks is jailed for uncovering the corruption. The
media in every form is overflowing with all sorts of corruption going on in
commercial banking, in politics, in corporate pharmaceutical medicine, in
hospitals and every other industry… and even reasons why the West
attack Arab states on behalf of other Arab states. Even the TV media is
so one sided nothing they report is believable because behind every
action we see the dark hand of Money Moguls brainwashing persons to
believe the politicians’ actions for going to war is morally justified! Then
what about science? Honestly, if there is one faculty that is pure and
honest it has to be science because every person not excluding one
person believes more in the accuracy of science than we believe in our
specific religion. We discuss the accuracy of different religious outlooks
but never do we question the accuracy of basic science. Why is science
that Lilly white as they make it out to be … or is it as pure and untouched
as those in science pretend it is? This is the whistle blower on fraudulent
practicing going on in science. Science is the worst dumping ground for
dishonesty of all the others. It is the cradle where brainwashing is
perfected into a tool to subdue and control the thinking of every child.
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If you don’t believe this last statement then argue this and see where it
gets you. They brainwash us from when we are very little and that is
true. This is how they go about and that is why I resigned from teaching.
They use science to play mind games and make us believe what we
should not believe to begin with. They make us doubt our selves. I see
the sun rises in the morning and that I can see every morning. The sun
crosses the sky and I can see the sun move about my head as it goes
over my head and goes down the other side at the end of every day. The
moon rises and the moon sets and the moon went over my head.
If I would say the sun spins around me science stops me because
science tell me that is not happening. This idea is a lie because the sun
is not turning around the earth the earth is turning around the sun.
Copernicus and Galileo proved the earth is turning around the sun!
Therefore they will permit me to say the earth is turning around the sun
but that is as far as I am allowed to go. Ptolemy said the sun spins
around the earth but that is scientifically brutally suppressed because it
is not true…that is according to science and science can never be wrong
because science only work with hard facts and proven truths!
I can see that with my eyes every day the sun crossing the sky but
nature and my eyes are telling one big lie because science says it is not
true. Science says the earth is turning around the sun and that is the
truth. As a child in school I am brainwashed to believe science when
science says I am living a lie because whatever I see and whatever
nature presents nature is a lie and a failure because the sun and the
moon is not spinning around me! The earth is at the most spinning
around its axis but that is pushing my perception to the extreme. Nature
is presenting a complete obscure picture of the truth and whatever I see,
I must disbelieve it because nature is completely wrong and science is
completely correct when science says not to believe my eyes and nature
and just trust in science because nature is wrong as it is always wrong
and science is correct just because science is always correct.
When I go outside I have to distrust my eyes because my eyes are
telling me a lie and nature is presenting falsified truths and science can’t
be wrong and I have to believe science and…I am getting so F@%$&ing
brainwashed out of my senses I am turning my head inside out. You, the
person reading this was never confronted with this message because I
am the only person that dares to tell you the sun is turning around you
and me every other person on earth. If you don’t believe me go stand
outside tom morrow from sunrise to sunset and report to yourself every
five minutes by writing down the position of the sun in relevance to your
head while you stand dead still and jot down what is happening when
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you look at the sun. Write down the position of the sun in relation to your
position and go and analyse your finding the night. Then you write to me
and confess that you did the ultimate unscientific thing, you saw the sun
turn around you while you were staring at the sun going over your head.
Then with this control of human thinking and everyone mentally being
subdued into believing that my believing in what I see must be discarded
in favour of what my controllers of my thoughts programme to be I then
become the right subject to be enslaved by the rich, the powerful, the
influential and the controllers of my mind and I start to believe more in
science than in nature and more in Newton than I could ever believe in
God. If I believe not to believe my eyes I’ll do whatever I am told.
The media in every form is overflowing with all sorts of corruption going
on in commercial banking, in politics, in corporate pharmaceutical
medicine, in hospitals and every other industry…Then what about
science? Why is science that Lilly white they make it to be or is it? This
book is the whistle blower on fraudulent practising going on in science.
This book informs about shocking detail everyone misses and reveals
how deep the misconceptions are while this book exposes details of
blatant mind bending brainwashing practises science are committing to
unsuspecting students. In this book there is a business offer that can be
very lucrative in participating to uncover dark secrets that large money
hides to keep the world slumbering in fogginess and twilight. Reading
this book will inform any reader on any level more than any other book
did before and reveal a financial offer that will not repeat again. Why
would we start a fight in corrupt science because compared to all the
others this is the least exploiting one.
Yes that is a valid point but science was the one that started it all and
science keeps the fraud continuing because your children are taught
fraudulent science that has no Crum of correctness and while we hear
about a lie and are forced to believe it as the truth we will believe any lie
as the truth because we were taught at school to honour such
behaviour. This is where we are flattened to accept what our senses tell
us is truth. We can see the sun rise in the morning but are told it is not
true and that we should ignore it because the earth is spinning around
the sun. We can see the constellations float by at night but are told it is
not true because the earth spins around its axis.
We are forced not to believe our senses and cling to science because
science is correct while nature and our senses are untrustworthy. I can
see the sun rise as I can see the starts go by and to force myself to not
believe that I condition myself to allow the rest of civil mind control to run
my life and brainwashed become controlled by force superior to us. If we
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can distrust our senses and tell nature it is wrong while accepting
science without question. How brainwashed we get to be to act that
gullible and accept everything. In such a mind state as we then become
by not believing our eyes and our mind every person can tell us anything
and we will believe it because someone says it is science and that
makes it pure truth. No person would dare to tell science to prove
Newton or Newtonian ideas. In that state of mind we are the slaves of
any system as long as it is part of science. Remember everything
nowadays is science. Money is science and medicine is science and
research is science and politics is science and in science we believe.
Please rethink this because when I raze this issue everyone get ready to
take me to battle because everyone is brainwashed to believe in
science. Science says everything fall by the force that the mass creates.
That is Newton. Then science says everything falls equal. That is
Galileo. If every thing falls by mass creating the force by which things fall
and everything falls equal then everything must have equal mass or one
of these two masters are telling a fib. If mass creates the falling then the
heavy stuff must land on earth distinctly quicker than the light stuff does
and that we see does not happen because in freefall when skydivers
drop from aircraft where a car and a human and a bag the person grabs
all fall equal in descending.
Only by mentioning this people attack me without realising or thinking
about the controversy this unleashes. How can something fall equal and
fall by mass where it is said that mass is forming the power by which it
falls and then there is that much difference between the different objects’
mass and still we have the equality of falling objects. Please consider
this. We see everything falls equal but nothing falling equal has equal
mass and yet science teaches us everything falls due to the mass it has.
Now comes the part where you want to attack me because I destroy the
preconditioning you went through to get in a mindset where you accept
what science tells you and get to be a zombie by repeating whatever you
are told mindlessly. You are told mass pulls object to create a force of
gravity by which you fall. Then you are told everything falls equal. You
have to repeat this contradiction until such time that you are versed in it
that you are able to comply and where you then state your belief in this
fact so much you write this down as an accepted fact in an examination
test. At the point where you declare that you are so conditioned that you
accept this without argument you are accepted as having an education
is science.
If gravity comes as a result of mass how can hot air lift an air balloon
bag with al the mass inside? What has hot air got to do with gravity? If
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gravity is the result of mass how can they create uplift by blowing an
upward draft with enormous fans in that wind going up prevents you
from falling? If mass pulls you down how can there be magnetic
levitation where electricity pushes you away and keeps you at a distance
from the earth. How can moving air prevent any object with mass from
falling?
I concluded that it isn’t mass pulling down but gravity causes air to
condense and becoming thicker and by becoming thicker it employs less
space and by having less space things reduce the space in which they
are move to the ground and space not material that falls to the ground. It
is not because of mass that things fall but because denser air creates
lesser rotational movement and that increases the ratio of linear
movement and in that we have gravity forming. If things move fast they
rotate in a circle around the earth. The faster the rotation is that objects
rotate in this circle around the earth the further they can be up in the air.
An aeroplane can’t be at 31 kilometres in the air while doing 207 km per
hour. The aircraft must to at least 2500 km per hour in a rotational orbit
to be at that height. If the object then does 250 km per hour it is coming
down linearly like a stone.
A question: if there are always more air flowing over that car producing
down force that air flowing underneath the car forming up lifting why
does a car lift into the air. The down force is always exponentially bigger.
The air forming the force that pushes the car down will be many times
stronger than any air able to lift the car from underneath. From this
question I rewrite everything about airflow and the sound barrier.
That means gravity is the ratio between circular orbital movement and
movement directed towards the earth centre and that is contraction by
reducing air space and allowing air space to concentrate heat. I prove
with formula that gravity and electricity is the same thing because it is
increasing the density of heat or space.
I am the first person to reject science as they brainwash people to
accept and I made a study how nature applies science and from that
made many conclusions that wipe the dogma science carries from the
table. Science is about brainwashing that is in place to prevent thinking
and not to explore thinking and I started to explore thinking. If we start to
kill the beast
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The conspiracy in science is summarised by the question that a
philosopher once asked when he asked the most decisive question that
he ever could ask:
He said and I quote this most remarkable question: “In order for us
to know everything, we first have to question everything
we know.”
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This re-examining of the given no bright minded Newtonian did in three
hundred years or ever since Edmund Haley’s comet…or did they and
decided not to come to a formal conclusion? By not asking questions
science conspired to conceal.
The conspiracy I detected in science about science is that science never
had questioned everything known to science. That is coupled with the
question why not? How many physics professors and lecturers have
questioned the viability of the Newtonian outlook on cosmology
notwithstanding all the damning evidence that accumulates year after
year and decade upon decade. All evidence denounced Newton
because what nature shows are in place contradicts Newtonian
concepts. Lets see where I get the idea of a conspiracy…
They promote the Big Bang where everything started with “the cosmic
egg” or with a neutron or also called the Big Bang. It starts with
singularity and move out while Newton says everything moves towards a
centre point where singularity forms. If all the mass was that close as it
was at the second when the Big Bang erupted and the Universe turned
violent then the Universe had to collapse back into singularity because
every second that the Universe grows and the radius becomes bigger
the “pulling force” of contraction vested in the “mass” becomes more
insignificant. Yet they stick to Newton’s ideas just like baby shit sticks to
a woollen blanket. You can’t even get the stink out…
They teach children that mass pulls mass and therefore the Universe
has to grow smaller and they teach grownup students the Universe
began with the Big Bang where the Universe was as big as a neutron
and they tell us Galileo is correct and all things fall equal and they tell us
things fall by mass and that means big things therefore must fall faster
than small things and all the while they spread the confusion because it
is on this confusion that they flourish just like viruses flourish on corpses
and rotten things.
Because science knows nothing of significance they bluff their way
around to gain our trust. We have to think they are great because they
think they are great. They are in search of planets far, far away while the
truth is that the planets we live on they have no idea how or why it is in
the position it is in or where did it come from.
They spread the story about mass pulling dust into crumbs and crumbs
pulling mass into pebbles that become rocks and all the while this is as
big a fairy tale as everything Newton ever taught anybody about the
cosmos. All they have is Newton’s rubbish and they force every
generation to believe in that horseshit and distrust nature.
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In this picture the expanding or growing of space is very obvious and it is
more than clear the rings were much smaller but grew in the circle as
time went on. This points to the absence of any form of contracting force
that should reduce the circle instead of expanding this circle. Now with
this evidence I shout conspiracy but there is so many shouting
conspiracies I am just another mad hatter that lost his mind about
nothing significant or so it seems to one and all. I found a conspiracy in
science that is in place keeping it alive by not to question everything in
science that science knows and hiding the knowledge no one ever
questions; that is the conspiracy I wish to inform every person about.
The conspiracy is to never question science or the fundamentals
guarding science but to question everything around science as to divert
any attention away from what is most questionable to begin with and by
never questioning, science hides that which science does not wish to
have others to know about. The “not questioning” became the obsession
that became a conspiracy amongst all persons working with and in
science.
By brainwashing and force-feeding, students became the next
generation that did not ask questions but force-fed the next generation to
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continue with never to question what you teach to the generation of
students that will precede you and continue the legacy. By not
questioning that which science knows they should test over and over,
they hide that which they should question. By the hiding of the
questioning, the conspiracy comes alive and not questioning maintains
the conspiracy in science about science! Here is an example of what
does not apply but science promotes to cover-up that which applies.
Do you think NASA was on
the moon in the sixties and
seventies? Do you think
they ever landed and if they
did then how many times
did they land? Have you got
this eerie feeling that
somehow
there
is
somewhere
something
about science that comes
across
as
not
that
believable and you in your
mind have your personal
limbering
suspicion,
concerns and doubt but
you can’t see it?
Do you think there is a
conspiracy in the unknown
regions of science hiding in
the
dark
avoiding
the
obvious
detection
of
everyone but no one can
point a finger as to where
the itch is coming from? Is
it not how we all feel about science! Politicians mislead the public,
bankers fake figures and mislead the public, and warring Generals
fake facts to mislead the always-trusting Public. That these type of
rumours float around holds much significance. UFO stories that
persist says a lot about science.

Those in science keep these derogative stories alive to divert attention
from discovering the true conspiracy. Now it turned on science where we
find that science goes wanting for truth! This came with a conspiracy
discovery via the question that the press holds science accountable by
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keeping the question on everyone’s lips and by spreading the rumour it
keeps the idea alive and it is “were we there or were we not there?”
Suddenly everyone questions the moon landing and everything that is
connected to the moon landing in the sixties and the seventies. “We”
were never there to begin with. NASA was there and to demean the
efforts of NASA by questioning the integrity of what those intellectual
giants achieved is despicable to say the least. “We” were not there
because “we” haven’t the guts to land on the moon. It is always a small
number of giants, a handful of wise men that carry a nation or in this
case that carries a human population on earth.
However, to question or not to question is the conspiracy that science
hides. In science everything is examined and questioned except the
truthfulness of science!
Was NASA on the moon? … Well yes, I think for sure they were on the
moon. Did NASA at the time and during the event make the movies that
they then showed as if broadcasting live about the event and as it took
place on the moon that very minute?
Don’t be simple minded to think or expect that such film making on the
moon was possible because the television technology allowing that was
not in place yet and what the public saw most probably was a prerecorded film.
I truly can’t see how the broadcasting computer facilities at the time
could handle such a broadcast transmission about what took place on
the moon at that moment in time. What will the expense be to launch all
the equipment to the moon? What will such a payload cost? Where is
the room for this? There was no transmission possible to broadcast from
the moon back then, live in the instant frame-by-frame photography.
There was no facilities in those days to broadcast live events from the
moon to the public, but that is what the public wanted and if the public
wants to be fooled then the public gets what they expect to please them.
Think of what NASA achieved and see how small the related
accusations are when compared. Moreover we know the American
public is the most demanding people there is and if they wanted to see
the events unfold while having a live broadcast that was what they would
get. Think of the cabbage doll outcry that happened some Christmas
some time later but during the same decade and how the American
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public got nasty over a silly doll. Can you then blame NASA for going
undercover about some of the truth?

I suspect the public thought by paying billions of tax dollars for the
entertainment that the least NASA could do was to oblige by delivering
the expectation that was the buzz at the time.
Does the live
broadcasting or not deter the importance from what the event is in
history… sure as the earth is round the event remains as important and
as real as if the broadcast was coming from some live sport event. But
they used sliding rules to calculate on board the spacecraft. I used
sliding rulers to calculate at the time because hand held take-away
computers were science fiction and with no computers to broadcast the
entire idea was fiction. No one had the facility to put a computer in place
that was capable of relating the broadcast from the moon back to earth.
The technology was not in place but everyone wanted it to be in place. I
don’t say that it happened in this manner but from my perspective it
could have lead to the NASA reaction.
But this doubt that is evoked comes as a result of other doubts. The
smallest question of doubt has another origin coming from another
source in science that I found but was apparently never yet detected.
The doubt that these questions raise could be the part of the conspiracy
that science tries to hide. By looking at these issues, everyone is looking
in the wrong direction and looking away from where the conspiracy is
and then to what is not important. Of all the enterprises in the last
century, the achievements of NASA rates bigger than any of the other
industrial-related achievement, coming only second to what we gained
from using electricity as man’s main energy. The achievements of
science must leave all of us with awe. Their efforts are frightening as
much as it is mind-boggling and goes beyond what anyone could ever
have dreamed of in a fairytale say two hundred years prior. If those
generations that came before us could come alive today and could see
this that man now achieved they would think of man as God. If those
generations that preceded us could see what is taking place today, they
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would run from us and hide in fear of our achievements and our abilities
in living as we do today!

Look at the picture and see the engineering effort portrayed in this image
of tranquillity. This represents human engineering and brainpower
outreaching human limits. Yet, it took so many man-hours of super
human labour to bring everything in this picture together. With the entire
marvel this picture holds and all the greatness it portrays of man’s ability
to achieve, out of view it hides a dark side too, the brilliance of man and
more particular of science. The conspiracy comprises science as much
as it involves the entire faculty of science. It is about what science
conceals hiding underneath everything science reveals.
With all the amazing achievements accounted for and when recognising
all that changed our way of living on the earth and what was achieved by
science developing this super mentality and in that also giving science
all the admiration dually admitted, notwithstanding I am about to dump
on you the biggest conspiracy that has ever been present and that was
ever undertaken by any group of persons in the entire human race.
Think of anything you might think is big or outlandish by nature and that
dwarfs in comparison to what I am about to reveal. It is so large that
there is nothing in the past history of man with which one could compare
it to. It involves every aspect of the life of every human being and this
shadow in our midst covers the darkest secret that was ever hidden from
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intellectual human view. Those we absolutely unconditionally trust in all
aspects perpetrate it. It touched on every individual walking the surface
of the earth and that excludes no person of any status albeit it an infant
or someone in old age.
Do you fully believe in science as if everything about science is proven
fact and is truthful, never questioning or rethinking one question in
having a minute’s doubt? Are you so confident in science up to the point
you will put your life on the line to prove the accuracy of trusting the facts
we have in physics? Are you one hundred percent sure about the
honesty of science and are you feeling secure about the trust we put in
the truthfulness with which we regard science.
We know that scientists claim to work with facts and truth and the
commitment to further the truth science presents as facts. This trust we
have in the truthful accuracy of science goes beyond any and all
suspicion of any kind. We all know that physics can never lie and
physics represents the truth as no other form of knowledge could ever
have. The presence of God or the absence of God becomes doubtful
and is scientifically debatable but the accuracy of physics can never be
doubted in having any suspicion. When you then worry about NASA
being on the moon or not, I have to warn you to forget about NASA
going to the moon and to start thinking about the moon coming to us
when we are taking Newton’s physics principles under review.

What we see in this picture is that heat can release objects from the
gravity that confines everything to the earth. Yet this says nothing to the
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physicist about the nature of physics and that surprises me as much as it
disappoints me. No one ever gave a thought about the question that if a
hot air balloon can lift “mass” up into the air and break the shackles of
gravity, why is that feature in physics possible when it is “mass” that
forms the confining gravity.
With raw heat streaming from engines in the picture it is flames that
convert fuel into fire to form the power that is so great it releases so
many tonnage of “mass” into outer space. We can lift so much “mass”
into orbit and by doing that then overcome the burden of gravity where
that gravity burden is the result of mass attracting all other mass to
produce a pulling force.
Yet, by releasing heat from engines this power of gravity can be
overcome and send many hundreds of tons of mass into outer space.
That means heat can overcome gravity and gravity is a force. But heat
will only react to heat and a force will be neutral to heat expanding.
I have formed new concepts concerning physics and in particular gravity
in which I attach other rules to the forming of gravity. By trying to
introduce these concepts aligning heat and cold to gravity I ran into the
biggest stonewall formed by resistance. Then with many decades of
research and studying facts science avoids I came to form a conclusion I
am about to share with you. I am about to shock your socks from your
feet with the accusation I am about to make!
If you are looking at such concepts as the moon landing or no moon
landing issues you are looking at a conspiracy in science from a totally
wrong area. I am going to show you where the conspiracy in science
hides. There are far greater issues that science avoids than the fact of
landing on the moon or not. The question should be why is nobody
informing the human race about the biggest disaster that man could ever
imagine. Why is there a deliberate silence about a pending but certain
collision that is coming and that would end everything that man made
including the life form “man”.
It is, believe it or not, but it is about modern Physics as those who don’t
understand physics teach it at schools and Universities.
If you aren’t into science this might just be why
It is The Ultimate Conspiracy Theory no one thinks about,
It is A Conspiracy Concerning Physics that all believe in.
This website allows you to see what the degree of blatant
corruption is presented as physics and what Academics in physics
hide. And so you think I am another dangerous unpredictable loose
cannon waiting for a second of fame while I catch a few suckers.
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